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Award Designation and Category:  
Best Brand Transformation; Food & Beverage Category 
 
Campaign Title:  
Sip Your Sunshine  
 
Year the campaign took place: 2020 
 

 
 

Brand: Tropicana 
Creative Agency: Cramer-Krasselt 
Media Company/Agency: OMD 
Research Company:  IPSOS, Kantar, Clark McDowall 
Additional Affiliated Companies: MullenLowe  
 
 
Summary of the marketing challenge, methodology, insight 
discovered, creative execution and business impact. 
 
Tropicana has been the leader in orange juice for over 70 years. However, 
the category has been declining. Our challenge was to define our difference 
by capitalizing on the nostalgia consumers had for Tropicana and winning 
with younger audiences. A robust research plan unlocked our insight around 
“moments of brightness” and Sip Your Sunshine was born.  
   
Results are unprecedented, with Tropicana sales up 13.2% in Q1 2020, our 
strongest ever.  
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Consumer Insight  
 
In our hectic lives, it is important to recognize and celebrate the little 
moments of brightness that make a difference.    
 
 
 
 
Marketing Challenge 
 
Reinvigorate and grow an iconic brand that had lost its way in an 
ever declining, commoditized category.   
  
For nearly 70 years, Tropicana had been the category leader in orange juice. 
In fact, our founder, Anthony Rossi, was the first to bring fresh juices to the 
masses. And since then, our OJ has had a permanent seat at breakfast 
tables across America.     
  
But in recent years, the orange juice category overall, while large ($3.1B), 
has struggled to grow (-3.3% 4 Year CAGR). The category had become 
commoditized with consumers, who were first and foremost choosing on 
price. This combined with the increasingly negative consumer perceptions 
around sugar associated with juice, left us in a tough spot.   
  
We had a big challenge ahead: find a way to drive branded 
differentiation, leading to purchase.   
  
Our research told us that consumers could hardly differentiate between 
brands (Brand Mindshare 2019) and switching had become pervasive. It’s no 
surprise this was happening. A lack of innovation in the OJ category created 
a sea of orange sameness as consumers shopped the aisle, resulting in 
a continual battle for market share and aggressive pricing 
tactics. Furthermore, PL continued to expand its presence in the category 
and was pulling younger families away. On top of that, as non-traditional 
breakfast grew (i.e. on-the-go, more beverage options) people were 
questioning if OJ was still the right breakfast choice for modern families.  
  
For Tropicana, our strong heritage and consumers’ nostalgia for the 
juice they grew up drinking became a double-edged sword.   
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We knew we needed to take action to differentiate and modernize the brand. 
So, Tropicana set out in 2020 to change the paradigm – reasserting our 
deep heritage and leadership in OJ and making it relevant for consumers 
today.     
 
 
 
 
Methodology  
We started by understanding our current and potential consumers.   
Through extensive qualitative research, a picture of the consumer came to 
life.  We call them Vibrant Families. Despite the stressful world around them, 
they choose to look on the bright side, and are striving to find ways to stay 
in their happy place of home and family. They proactively choose to keep 
their minds on the positive and work towards that every day. (Data Source: 
Design Target Research)   
  
We were also observing a shift in consumer behavior. The Mindfulness 
Movement was on the rise - paying attention to the present and focusing on 
peace and contentment.    
  
And we couldn’t ignore the spike in consumer conversations around trying to 
find ways to bring small moments of joy into their daily lives. In Q1 2019, 
there were over two million conversations on social discussing “little 
moments” or “little things.” This was a 16% increase compared to the prior 
quarter.  They discussed little moments of time spent with others, using 
words such as “love,” “grateful” and “memories.” (Data Source: Brandwatch, 
October 1, 2018 – March 31, 2019)  
  
Moreover, we conducted cross-country research to 
uncover Tropicana’s role in consumer’s lives and how we could take 
the brand into the 21st century.  
Turning around Tropicana was no small task, so we embarked on a 5-
month project spanning the country (NY --> Miami --> LA). After numerous 
focus groups, the picture crystalized, as Tropicana’s core equities came to 
life: Energizing Brightness, Citrus Centricity, Taste-Quenching Juiciness, 
Nostalgia and Tropical flavors.  The idea of brightness stood out as a way 
Tropicana could differentiate itself from a category that lacks distinction. To 
consumers, Tropicana embodied optimism and energizing brightness:  
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“Tropicana is like bottled sunshine”; “Tropicana is the brand that raises 
people up, both physically and emotionally, to bring a bright energizing uplift 
to our day”; “My high point and bright spot today was enjoying a glass of 
orange juice with family…It was a great family moment.  These high points 
and bright spots for me today make me feel upbeat and cheerful. Their 
purpose for me are to make me appreciate more simple moments.”  
  
Our research culminated with a game changing consumer insight: In our 
hectic lives, it is important to recognize and celebrate the little 
moments of brightness that make a difference.   
  
This insight guided our strategic approach and translated into Sip Your 
Sunshine.   
  
Evaluate the effectiveness of big idea and creative executions.  
From there, we brought this insight to life in a new campaign and completed 
rigorous testing to validate the big idea/creative. Quantitative 
and qualitative testing narrowed down our 3 campaign 
concepts.  Additionally, 3 rounds of LINK testing (1 for digital and 2 for TV) 
ensured our spot excelled with branding, enjoyment, messaging, and most 
importantly, purchase intent.  Once in market, Tropicana leveraged several 
best-in-class media measurement solutions to gauge both long-term and 
near-term campaign success. (Source: ComScore, Engagement 
Labs, Survata)  
 
Creative Execution 
 
We brought our little moments of brightness to life.    
  
Through the first ever Masterbrand Sip Your Sunshine campaign, we show 
that every drop of Tropicana brings a bit of brightness to your day. In a way, 
it’s like each and every bottle is filled with a million little sips of sunshine.    
  
This campaign celebrates our kind of brightness through a new modern lens, 
a lens that Vibrant Families told us they are looking for in their everyday 
lives. It captures their joyful optimism around their imperfectly perfect 
breakfast tables, no matter what those modern breakfasts look like. 
Wherever we are, the bright splash of deliciousness they experience when 
they sip Tropicana comes through. While we know juice is just juice, it still 
has the potential to brighten your day.   
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We launched with a robust media plan to reach our potential juice-
sipping masses.   
  
We launched with heavy media investment and returned to TV for the first 
time in years to drive mass reach during the morning routine and evening 
preparation. Both :30 and :15 TV commercials celebrated brightness across 
America. We used semiotics, the science of taste and appetite appeal, to 
glorify the carafes, the delicious pour, and the refreshing sip of consumers 
enjoying Tropicana.     
  
We shined bright across the digital space though social, streaming audio, 
online video and banners, as well as high impact digital placements. We 
utilized these historically strong ROI driving tactics and layered on our new 
media audience learnings to target high propensity buyers. Plus, we 
developed contextualized creative for each platform to effectively and 
efficiently reach consumers as they planned their daily lives from shopping 
lists to preventative health.     
  
We met them during the times of the year and in places where 
Tropicana was especially relevant.   
  
Our Sip Your Sunshine brightness messaging was backed up 
with functional “Vitamin C benefits,” a key volume driver in the category. 
And all media was strategically flighted during seasonally relevant time 
periods when consumers were looking for an additional boost of immunity 
during the cold winter months.    
  
Finally, to relaunch the Tropicana brand in a buzz-worthy way, we shut down 
the streets of New York with a one-day pop-up during the Manhattanhenge 
sunrise to celebrate Tropicana and moments of real brightness. Featuring 
Ellie Kemper as our celebrity host, we set up a special viewing experience for 
key consumers, influencers, and editors across top-tier media publications. 
We then extended the campaign messaging by partnering with 25 
influencers across the country to create a surround-sound of colorful sunrise 
content showcasing Tropicana’s many moments of real brightness.  
 
 
 
Business Results/Lessons Learned  
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We immediately gained brand distinction and relevancy back for 
Tropicana.   
  
Not only did we stem declines, we grew 13% in Q1 2020 in a category that 
has been flat to declining over the last 5 years! Additionally, while 
Tropicana’s market share grew 1.1 pts., our main competitor Simply, lost 
1.1 pts. of share. (Source: IRI)  
  
For perspective, dollar sales performance for the last 5 Q1’s for Tropicana OJ 
were the following:   
  

Q1 2016   Q1 2017   Q1 2018   Q1 2019   Q1 2020   
-2.10%   -2.50%   0.60%   -3.80%   13.20%   
  
While COVID-19 hit the US in mid-March, Tropicana saw a massive uptick in 
sales even before, starting in early February after our media saturated in 
market.    
    
Both the TV and digital campaigns drove significant sales lift for Tropicana, 
resulting in total incremental sales of $2.3MM. The TV campaign reached 
approx. 72.6MM households, the majority of which were non 
Tropicana buyers and drove a 1.6% sales lift. The digital campaign 
generated a 2.3% sales lift, bringing in approximately 500K new households 
into the category who had not purchased OJ in the past 52 weeks. Those 18-
34 exposed to the campaign had higher intent to purchase (8 pts.) and 
thought the Tropicana product was different than other chilled OJ options 
(10 pts.). (Sources: IRI and ComScore)  
  
Sip Your Sunshine proved to be Tropicana’s shining star when tested with 
consumers, with results indicating “little moments of brightness” will 
resonate both in the short and long-term.  LINK testing results for both our 
:15 and :30 second TV ad were the highest tested spots for the Tropicana 
brand EVER.  In fact, the :15 had a Short Term Sales Lift (STSL) score 
that ranked in the top 10% of EVERY finished film ad tested for 
PepsiCo in the U.S. since 2014 (All PepsiCo Brands – Frito, CSD’s, 
Waters, etc.). The :30 was close behind, ranking in the top 15%. Not only 
did this campaign rise to the top via PepsiCo standards, but across ALL 
industries, with both ads STSL falling in the top 12% for ads tested across 
ALL industries.  (Source: Kantar LINK Testing)  
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Moreover, our campaign proved to be relevant (:30 89% percentile) and 
differentiated (:30 90% percentile) with consumers.  Finally, our campaign 
proved to have legs, with a long-term effectiveness score of 95% 
(:30).  (Source: Kantar LINK Testing)  
  
All in all, it was important for Sip Your Sunshine to re-define the Tropicana 
brand for the next 70 years.  A recent publication by Forbes summed our 
campaign up best:  
  
 “ PepsiCo’s new campaign for Tropicana that will launch on January 
20 is a case study in how to wrap old, familiar virtues in cutting-
edge trends.”- Forbes    
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